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Abstract

The demand for Internet-based visual content delivery has increased sig-
nificantly in recent years, triggered mainly by the widespread use of Internet
enabled smartphones and portable devices, and by the availability of super
HD content. As a consequence, live and on-demand video content has become
the most important source of network traffic in mobile and fixed networks
alike. In order to be able to efficiently deliver the increasing amount of video
traffic, network operators have started to deploy caches and operator-owned
CDNs. These solutions do not only reduce the amount of transit traffic of
the operators but they may also improve the customers’ quality of experi-
ence, through bringing the video content closer to customers. Nevertheless,
their efficiency is determined by the algorithms and protocols used to allocate
resources, both in terms of storage and bandwidth. The work in this thesis
addresses the allocation of these two resources for operator-owned content
management systems.

In the first part of the thesis we consider a cache maintained by a single
network operator. We investigate how caching at a network operator affects
the content distribution system as a whole, and consequently, the efficiency
of content delivery. We propose a model of the decision process undertaken
by a network operator that aims at optimizing the efficiency of a cache by
actively managing its bandwidth. We design different algorithms that aim at
approximating the optimal cache bandwidth allocation and we evaluate them
through extensive simulations and experiments. We show that active cache
bandwidth allocation can significantly increase traffic savings.

We then consider the potential interaction among caches maintained by
different network operators. We consider the problem of selfish replication
on a graph as a model of network operators that individually deploy replica-
tion systems, and try to leverage their peering agreements so as to minimize
the traffic through their transit providers. We use game-theoretical tools to
investigate the existence of stable and efficient allocations of content at the
network operators. We show that selfish myopic updates of content alloca-
tions at different network operators lead the system to a stable state, and
that the convergence speed depends on the underlying network topology. In
addition, we show that interacting operator-owned caches can reach a stable
content allocation without coordination, but coordination leads to more cost
efficient content allocations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background

In recent years, the usage patterns of the Internet have increasingly shifted towards
content generation, distribution and sharing. Real-time and video-on-demand (VoD)
are widely consumed by Internet users and video content has become one of the
most important sources of network traffic. In 2013, Netflix [1] was the leading
downstream application in North America and together with YouTube accounted
for over 50 percent of downstream traffic on fixed networks [2]. Cisco predicted
a three-fold increase in IP traffic by 2017 [3], more than 80 percent of which is
expected to be video traffic.

Due to the increasing demand for content, efficient content management is cru-
cial to improve the performance and to reduce the cost of content delivery. Content
providers are continuously deploying new infrastructure to face the growth of user
demand for content. At the same time, content providers outsource content deliv-
ery to commercial content management systems, such as content delivery networks
(CDNs). CDNs will deliver almost two-thirds of all video traffic by 2017 [3]. In
2011, the revenue of the CDN market accounted for $ 2 billion and it is predicted
to reach $ 6 billion by 2015 [4].

1.2 Challenges

While the business of commercial content delivery thrives, network operators must
face the increasing growth of Internet traffic without being part of the revenue-
distribution mechanism of the content delivery market. Increased demand for traf-
fic puts stress on their infrastructure and affects the quality of experience (QoE)
of their subscribers. Furthermore, dynamic content workload and CDN content
placement and redirection policies introduce new challenges for network operators
trying to optimize their networks.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In response to these challenges, many service providers have deployed internal
content management systems [5]–[8], with the objective of controlling and optimiz-
ing the delivery of content in their own network. By serving content from within
their networks, operators aim at reducing their cost for traffic and increase the
quality of experience of their subscribers.

Network operators deploy internal content management systems either by set-
ting up their own infrastructure or by interacting with a CDN provider [9]. In
the latter approach, the CDN provider can deploy its own servers and operate the
CDN on behalf of the network operator; this approach is referred to as managed
CDN [10]. Alternatively, the CDN provider licenses its software to the network op-
erator, which is in charge of deploying and operating the CDN itself; this approach
is called licensed CDN [11], [12].

Network operators designing and deploying their content management systems
need to solve two problems. First, they need to characterize the workloads gener-
ated by their subscribers, to efficiently dimension and organize their storage sites.
Second, they have to solve problems of content placement for optimal content de-
livery.

In this thesis we first consider a content management system deployed by a single
network operator. We investigate how content delivery at a single network operator
affects the content distribution system as a whole, in terms of costs and efficiency.
We then consider the potential interaction among content management systems
maintained by different network operators. We investigate the effects of interac-
tion and coordination among network operators that leverage their settlement-free
agreements.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce the perfor-
mance metrics that network operators use to evaluate their content management
systems and we describe different aspects of the problem of resource allocation.
In Chapter 3, we investigate the problem of resource allocation in a stand alone
content management system deployed by a single network operator. In Chapter 4,
we extend our analysis by considering a network of content management systems
deployed by multiple autonomous network operators and we focus on the effects of
the interaction among peering network operators. Chapter 5 provides a summary
of the papers collected in this thesis along with the thesis’ author contributions to
each paper. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarizing the main findings and
discussing potential directions for future research.



Chapter 2
Resource Allocation in Content

Management Systems

Available bandwidth, storage capacity, content placement and routing of user re-
quests in a content management system are arguably the key aspects of the resource
allocation problem that affect cost and efficiency of content delivery. The storage
capacity and the placement strategies of content items affect the share of user re-
quests that are served within the operator’s network. The routing of user requests
and the bandwidth allocated to the content management system influence the QoE
experienced by the subscribers. In order to quantify the effects of these aspects on
the efficiency of content delivery, network operators can use various performance
metrics.

2.1 Performance Metrics

A network operator aims at maximizing profit while providing a reasonable level of
QoE to its subscribers. In the following we discuss two performance metrics that
are useful to assess the performance of an operator-managed content management
systems.

Cost
When deploying and operating a content management system, a network operator
incurs capital (CapEx) and operational (OpEx) expenditures, and it is in its interest
to efficiently dimension and utilize its infrastructure.

The storage and the bandwidth allocated to the content management system
influence the costs of the network operator directly, upon provisioning, and indi-
rectly, through affecting performance. The bandwidth at which content is served
affects the subscribers’ experience and in turn the future profit of the operator.
The amount of storage allocated to the content management system determines
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the share of content that can be served within the operator’s network, and thereby
affects the amount of inter-operator traffic generated by content retrieval. The cost
of inter-operator traffic may vary depending on the business agreements stipulated
with the neighboring network operators.

In today’s Internet, tier-2 and 3 network operators connect to other networks
in order to deliver their subscribers’ traffic to destinations outside their footprint.
Tier-2 and 3 network operators establish client-provider business relations (transit
agreements) with one or more higher tier operators, in order to ensure global connec-
tivity. In addition, network operators typically maintain peering agreements with
adjacent autonomous systems, with the purpose of mutually reducing their transit
traffic. The traffic exchanged between peering operators is usually not charged, un-
like the traffic that low-tier network operators exchange with their transit providers.
The cost for transit accounts for a share of the OpEX of tier-2 and 3 network op-
erators that is difficult to quantify, since network operators usually do not publish
the details of their operational costs. Nevertheless, it is in the interest of tier-2 and
3 network operators to minimize traffic through their transit providers, by leverag-
ing their settlement-free agreements. This can be done through efficient algorithms
of user-request routing and through agreements for cooperation between peering
operators.

Quality of Experience
Over-the-top (OTT) content providers such as Netflix[1], Hulu [13], and Ama-
zon [14], try to maintain customer satisfaction through increasing the quality of
the offered content. 3D content has become commonplace, and super HD content
has become available recently [1]. Higher quality of content results in increased
bit-rates which in turn stress network operators’ networks. Since for the network
operators it is crucial to maintain an acceptable QoE for their subscribers, they
need to find efficient solutions to the problem of increased traffic demands. Two
main factors that influence the QoE of operators’ subscribers are the quality of the
delivered content and the startup delay at which the content is served. Bit-rate
plays a central role in the delivery of video content, while latency is crucial for the
delivery of small sized content chunks, as for the case of Web traffic. Several OTT
content providers have highlighted the critical effects of perceived latency on user
satisfaction and business metrics [15], [16]. Therefore, when deploying and operat-
ing their own content management systems, network operators control the delivery
of content in their own networks and attempt to serve the most significant share of
their content with low latency and high bit-rate.

2.2 The Resource Allocation Problem

When designing and deploying their content management systems, network oper-
ators need to allocate their resources intelligently, to provide satisfactory perfor-
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mance at reasonable costs. The problem of resource allocation in a content man-
agement system has multiple interdependent aspects. We briefly describe them in
the following.

Content Placement
Network operators can optimize content delivery by periodically updating the con-
tent allocated to their content management systems. They typically collect statis-
tics of user accesses to content, with the purpose of estimating the expected future
popularity of each content item among their subscribers [17], [18]. The informa-
tion on the expected popularity of content items can then be used to optimize the
placement of content in the storage of the content management system.

We distinguish between two processes of content placement in content manage-
ment systems.

Caching: A caching decision is taken upon the retrieval of a content item re-
quested by a subscriber but not available in the storage of the content management
system. The network operator decides whether to store the content item, partially
or in its entirety. The decision is taken according to the cache admission policy
implemented in the system. If the decision is to store the content, the network
operator has to decide also on the content that should be evicted to make room for
the new item. The cache eviction policy serves this purpose.

Replication: When performing pre-fetching or replication, a network operator
computes the set of content items to store in its content management system.
The computation is usually done by solving an optimization problem based on the
expected future popularity of the content among the subscribers and using the per-
formance metrics described in Section 2.1. The content items in the optimal set are
then retrieved from their origin and are stored in the content management system.
Upon changes of expected content popularity or expected costs and latencies, the
network operator recomputes the optimal set of content items and updates the set
of allocated content by actively fetching new content items.

The complexity of the optimization problem and the size of the content items
to be retrieved pose constraints on the amount of pre-fetching operations that can
be performed in a give time span. For this reason, the time period between two
subsequent pre-fetching operations is usually significantly longer compared to the
time period between subsequent caching decisions.

Bandwidth Allocation
It is commonplace for network operators to actively manage the bandwidth al-
located to various Internet services used by their subscribers. By using various
techniques of traffic inspection [19]–[21], network operators can categorize user
traffic and distinguish among traffic flows generated by different Internet services.
Through assigning priorities to these flows, network operators can guarantee higher
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bandwidth to profitable applications, like the delivery of pay-per-view content, pro-
viding better QoE to their premium customers.

Analogously to what they do with user traffic, network operators can actively
allocate the bandwidth of their content management systems. By influencing the
rate at which each single content item is served to the subscribers, network operators
act on the subscribers’ QoE and thereby influence the permanence and the future
access patterns of users in the system. In some systems, the effects of these changes
on the costs incurred by network operators can be relevant [22], [23]. Therefore,
when optimizing the allocation of bandwidth to content items, network operators
should take into account its direct and indirect effects on the performance metrics.

Storage Capacity Dimensioning
Network operators can decide upon the storage capacity allocated to their content
management systems. Storage capacity dimensioning can be performed in the sys-
tem design phase or dynamically, in response to shifting subscribers’ demands or
performance goals. When designing their content management systems, network
operators can use statistics on the expected utilization of their system to solve
the trade-off of storage cost versus returns in terms of performance metrics. The
internal structure of the content management system often plays a central role
in assessing the optimal storage capacity allocation. When dealing with multiple
replica sites for example, network operators could opt for a multi-tier architecture.
In such systems, the optimization of storage size would need to take into account
the different performance requirements and costs for each tier. The optimal con-
tent allocation to replica sites would then depend on the storage capacity at each
replica site. Given the tight coupling, there might be significant benefits of solving
the problem of storage capacity allocation and cache allocation jointly.



Chapter 3
Stand-alone Content Management

Systems

A network operator designing, deploying and operating its own content manage-
ment system implements algorithms and protocols with the objective of optimizing
content delivery in its own network. While aiming at maximizing its profits, the
operator aims at decreasing its costs and maximizing the QoE of its subscribers. In
the following we focus on the optimization performed by a single network operator,
and neglect the potential effects of the operator’s actions on the content delivery
ongoing at neighboring network operators.

3.1 Content Placement

As discussed in Chapter 2, the set of content items stored in the content manage-
ment system affects the efficiency of content delivery by influencing the amount of
transit traffic and the user-perceived latency. A network operator aims at improv-
ing the performance of content delivery by storing the most popular content items
close to its subscribers. It is known from results from disk and memory caching [24],
[25] that optimal allocation decisions should be made so as to evict content that will
not be accessed furthest ahead in the future. In practice however, the future access
pattern is not available, and its estimation is complicated by the high variability of
user access trends. In addition, content items may have different sizes and variable
retrieval costs (i.e. miss penalties), which makes the problem of content allocation
fundamentally different from traditional caching.

If network operators lack of an accurate prediction of future content popularity,
they have to update the content allocation continuously, upon requests of sub-
scribers for content items. There is a wide range of work that focuses on the design
and evaluation of cache eviction policies [26], [27]. The simplest policies proposed
in the literature try to capture and exploit the temporal locality of reference in

7
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user-request streams. The Least Frequently Used (LFU) and Least Recently Used
(LRU) eviction policies exploit two different forms of temporal locality, which are,
respectively, locality due to popularity and locality due to recency of references.
LFU keeps track of the frequency of user accesses to content items and discards the
least often used item, while LRU keeps track of the recency of user accesses and
discards the least recently used item.

LFU is optimal under a independent reference model [24], but it is oblivious to
recency of access. Furthermore, its running time per request is logarithmic in the
cache size. LRU is an approximation of the optimal replacement decision whenever
the recent history of user accesses is an approximation of the future. LRU is simple
to implement, and appears to perform considerably well, and thus it is widely
used in Web servers, client applications and proxy servers [28]. Nevertheless, both
LFU and LRU systems base their eviction on one single form of temporal locality of
reference. In order to capture both recency and frequency of references, some hybrid
policies like LRFU [29], LFU with Dinamic Aging (LFU-DA) [30], and ARC [31]
have been proposed instead. Experiments showed that LFU-DA performs better
than most existing algorithms in terms of hit rate [30].

The eviction policies discussed above base their decisions exclusively on tempo-
ral locality of reference, thereby not taking into account the retrieval cost of content
items. However, in most systems, the cost for content retrieval varies among differ-
ent items, depending of a variety of factors that include heterogeneous content size
and traffic costs. The GreedyDual-Size (GDS) [32] eviction policy evicts content
items with the smallest key value for a certain cost function. The key value is
proportional to the cost of the content item which, in turn, depends on the goal the
algorithm wants to achieve. GDS can be set to minimize the average latency or the
overall traffic, and it has been shown to outperform most of the other replacement
policies. One shortcoming of GDS is that it does not take into account how many
times the content item has been accessed in the past. GDSF [30] and GDSP [33]
are extension to GDS that consider also locality due to popularity.

Network operators may be capable of accurately predicting the future popu-
larity of content items [17], [31], [34], [35]. Such accurate prediction would allow
operators to make effective pre-fetching decisions and to update the storage allo-
cation of their content management systems when their network infrastructure is
not highly utilized. Pre-fetching can be done at different time scales depending on
resource constraints. A large time period between consecutive pre-fetching oper-
ations would not allow tracking the variability of user access trends and thus to
leverage the short term fluctuations in the content popularity. In [36] the authors
investigate whether pre-fetching can be dynamically adapted to changing predicted
content popularities. They consider hybrid content distribution systems that com-
bine cloud and CDN based infrastructure, and show that dynamic allocation can
provide significant gains compared to static allocation.

In some cases, network operators distribute the storage of their content man-
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agement systems over multiple sites. A distributed storage system can push con-
tent closer to the network edge, and thereby improve the performance of content
delivery. The placement of part of the storage sites close to the subscribers en-
ables a better exploitation of locality. Multiple storage sites distributed across the
subscriber population allow to leverage the variation of content popularity across
heterogeneous subscribers communities. Furthermore, content placed closer to the
subscribers can be accessed at lower latency and can reduce in-network traffic. The
problem of determining the location of the storage sites in the network to maximize
performance has been explored in [37], [38].

When trying to leverage the positive aspects of distributed content delivery, the
placement of content items at different storage sites plays a central role. Network
operators need intelligent content placement strategies that maximize the overall
performance of their content management systems. Optimal content placement for
arbitrary network structures has been investigated in [39], [40]. In large systems
however, the calculation of the optimal content allocation can be computationally
prohibitive. In such cases, network operators need to implement simple distributed
algorithms that lead the system to a reasonable approximation of the optimal so-
lution [39]–[41].

In the process of distributed content placement, the structure of the network
connecting the storage sites may play a central role. Efficient content placement
strategies may arise for specific network topologies. The problem of content place-
ment in hierarchical networks has been explored in [42]–[44]. In particular,[42]
showed that the optimal content allocation in hierarchical networks has a regular
structure and provides better performance than in general network topologies.

3.2 Bandwidth Allocation

Bandwidth management is one of the tools that network operators can use to face
increasing rate of traffic growth that, in turn, affects the cost of traffic and threatens
the QoE of subscribers. By actively engineering the user traffic, network operators
can guarantee throughput for the most important services or meet the QoE require-
ment of VIP subscribers, even in case of high network stress. Traffic engineering
has been shown to provide significant benefits to network operators [45], and com-
mercial solutions that allow categorization of traffic using deep packet inspection
(DPI) are available [19]–[21].

However, the rapid and continuous emergence of new Internet applications and
services constitutes a challenge for network operators trying to categorize user traf-
fic. Furthermore, penalizing the most bandwidth and latency demanding applica-
tions like video-on-demand (VoD), peer-to-peer (P2P) and voice-over-IP (VOIP),
degrades the QoE of the subscribers using these services that could potentially leave
the network operator [46]. Despite this, today it is common among network oper-
ators to block or throttle VOIP and P2P traffic [47]. As an alternative approach,
some network operators have deployed P2P caches to address the problem of in-
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creased traffic demands from P2P [48], [49]. P2P caches decrease the amount of
inter-ISP traffic by storing the most popular content in the operator’s own network,
saving the cost of content retrieval from external networks.

While bandwidth management of user traffic has been extensively investigated [45],
[50], [51], the impact of the cache bandwidth and its management has received lit-
tle attention in the literature. This is partially due to the fact that bandwidth
management is not necessary in Web caching, as the amount of data served from
the cache equals the traffic savings achieved by caching. Nonetheless, bandwidth
management affects the subscribers’ QoE and in turn influences their churn in the
system. While this effect is negligible for Web caching, in the case of P2P-like sys-
tems bandwidth allocation affects the characteristics of the overlay, and the short
and long term impact on the traffic cost may be relevant [22], [23].

Therefore, one important question is whether a network operator should allocate
cache bandwidth among competing P2P overlays. Several works propose schemes
for bandwidth allocation among multiple P2P overlays [52]–[54], but their purpose
is to maximize the total download rate of the system in an attempt to minimize
the download latencies perceived by the peers. The question of whether cache
bandwidth allocation could be used by network operators to minimize their traffic
costs remains open.

In this thesis we contribute to answer this question. In paper A, we model
the decision of several network operators that perform active cache bandwidth
allocation. We prove the existence of an optimal decision policy that only depends
on the current state of the system. We propose different P2P cache bandwidth
allocation policies that approximate the optimal policy and we demonstrate the
importance of capturing the impact of the cache on the characteristics of the P2P
overlays. By performing simulations and experiments, we show that P2P cache
bandwidth should be actively managed so to achieve significant gains in terms of
traffic cost, and we identify some of the primary factors that influence the gains.

3.3 Storage Capacity Dimensioning

Storage capacity directly influences the performance of a content management sys-
tem. By increasing the storage capacity of their content management systems,
network operators become able to serve a bigger share of the content requested
by their subscribers from their internal networks, thereby reducing transit traffic
and improving QoE. Nevertheless, storage capacity is limited by the costs for its
purchasing, deployment and maintenance.

Storage capacity allocation in networked systems has received limited attention
in the literature. Most of the work related to cache systems focuses on cache
eviction policies, cache placement and routing of requests. The reason can be mostly
attributed to the combination of wide availability of cheap storage and limited size
of web objects that made the problem of cache dimensioning less relevant in practice,
and assumptions such as unlimited caching storage became common.
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Recent changes in the characteristics of content traffic prompted for a new
analysis of the problem of storage capacity allocation. VoD systems have become
commonplace [1] and caching of P2P content is already performed by network
operators [48], [49]. The use of multiple replica sites close to the users to efficiently
deliver content is now the norm [55]–[58]. Video content and P2P shared content
can easily exhaust the capacity of a content management system, even under the
current prices for storage. Therefore, it is important to characterize the necessary
amount of storage in the content management system to meet constraints of QoE.
This problem has been investigated in [59]–[61] where the authors solve the storage
capacity allocation problem to meet some requirements on the delay perceived by
the users. The performance benefits of jointly optimizing content placement and
the storage capacity allocation have been investigated in [62].





Chapter 4
Network of Operator-owned Content

Management Systems

Recent industry efforts aim at interconnecting the content management systems
deployed by different network operators. Such interconnection could benefit net-
work operators empowering them to leverage their peering links in order to decrease
their transit traffic and the average latency perceived by the users. The success of
networks of operator-owned content management systems depends on the one hand
on developing appropriate interfaces and signaling systems, and on the other hand
on the design of algorithms and protocols that perform well with respect to the
performance metrics discussed in Section 2.1.

4.1 Cooperative Caching among Network Operators

In this section we consider a number of peering network operators that collaborate
by serving each others’ subscribers, in an attempt of capitalizing their settlement-
free peering agreements. By doing so, each network operator tries to leverage the
content stored in the caches of its peering operators, thereby reducing its transit
traffic.

In the context of Web caching, several signaling protocols for inter-cache co-
operation have been proposed [63]–[65]. The Internet Cache Protocol (ICP) [63]
supports discovery and delivery of content stored in nearby caches. In [64], [65]
instead, each cache maintains a potentially inaccurate summary of the content
available at its neighbors.

In addition to the design of discovery or dissemination schemes, cooperative
caching has to be analyzed to assess the gains in terms of efficiency of content
delivery. Cooperative web caching has received a lot of research attention, and
it has been shown that the gain from cooperation is only marginal and achieved
under certain conditions [66], [67]. In particular, the authors of [67] show that the
factors that mostly limit the gain from cooperation are the high dynamism of web
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objects and the high overhead compared to the small object size. Furthermore, the
ubiquitous local caches at each client significantly reduce the hit rates in cooperative
web caching.

Even though none of the above limiting factors applies to P2P or Video caches,
the case of cooperative caching in P2P and VoD systems has received little attention
in the literature. Cooperative P2P caching was shown to lead to considerable
improvements of the cache efficiency at the cost of a negligible overhead [68]–[70].
In particular, [70] shows that the improvements are significant even if the network
operators deploying the P2P caches follow their selfish interests.

Distributed Selfish Replication

In lack of a central authority that would enforce the optimal content allocation,
selfish nodes would not implement the optimal solution if they can individually
fare better from deviating from it. As we discussed in Chapter 3, network oper-
ators, like selfish nodes in a replication group, would update their allocation of
content to optimize their own performance metrics. In the case of interconnected
content management systems, network operators would leverage their peering links
by accessing the content allocated at their peers, so as to decrease their transit
traffic and the average latency perceived by the users. Additionally, they would
tailor their content allocation in response to the decisions on content allocations
made by their peers. One important question in this case is whether there exist
a stable allocation of content items to network operators. A similarly important
question is whether the network operators would reach such stable allocation, if
they perform selfish updates that optimize their content allocation with respect to
their own performance metrics.

Several works have tried to answer these questions. The existence of a stable
allocation was shown in the case of unit storage capacity and infinite number of
content items [71], in the case of a complete peering graph and homogeneous payoff
functions [72], [73], and in the case nodes can replicate a fraction of content items
[74]. [75], [76] consider the case when the payoff functions are linear; [75] shows
that cycles in sequential updates can exist in the case of directed peering graph.

It is not clear whether network operators would reach a stable allocation in the
most general case of selfish distributed replication with node-specific, non-linear,
payoff functions on an arbitrary peering graph topology. In Paper B we show that
stable allocations of content items to network operators always exist and we give
a bound on the complexity on calculating a stable allocation. We show that for
non-complete peering graphs, network operators might cycle if they perform selfish
updates, but they would reach a stable content allocation if the updates are done in
random order. Finally, we consider a cost model in which peering network operators
always have incentives to allocate disjoint sets of content items. We show that in
such a model there are no cycles, even if the updates are performed simultaneously
by network operators that belong to an independent set of the peering graph.
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4.2 Autonomous Cache Networks in CCNs

In order to overcome the structural limitations of the host-to-host paradigm of the
current Internet, several works have proposed a clean-slate design of the Internet
architecture, where content delivery is the key function. Content-centric networking
is a network model oriented to content, in which content items are addressable and
the basic form of interaction is host-to-content [77]–[79].

In a content-centric network (CCN) caches are part of the protocol stack. Con-
tent items are stored in caches spread throughout the network, and routing is
content-aware. When a user asks for a content item in a CCN, the request is
routed through a set of caches in the network. If the content is found in one of
these caches, then it is retrieved and served, otherwise the request reaches one of
the content custodians from where it is ultimately served. Content custodians store
content items permanently; they are content producers or servers.

The advantages of such an architecture over a host-to-host paradigm are clear.
Due to the availability of storage sites throughout the network, the most popular
content can be efficiently pushed close to the network’s edge. Furthermore, content
is intrinsically redundant in the network, and it can be placed to keep the overall
network traffic minimal. In addition, caching of content items is not performed at
the application layer like in today’s Internet, but at the network layer. This ap-
proach drastically benefits the speed of the cache lookups and the content retrieval
in case of cache hit. Finally, security is built into the network at the network layer.

Nevertheless, content-centric networking comes with a wide range of challenges
that need to be addressed. As the design of CCNs lies outside the scope of this
thesis, we limit ourselves to a brief overview of the most interesting problems and
point to the related research work.

As the users of a CCN are oblivious to the content location, routing of user
requests is performed by content name. Therefore, the naming mechanism adopted
in a CCN influences the design of the routing scheme and thereby the efficiency
of content delivery. In order to avoid excessive growth of routing tables, content
naming should be scalable and allow aggregation. Furthermore, content naming
should be persistent, as user requests for the same name at different points in
time are expected to retrieve the same content item. As the location of content
items is not unique nor fixed and the ownership of content might change, it is not
trivial to provide naming persistence and aggregation capabilities. Several research
works have addressed the problems of content naming [77], [78] and name-based
routing [80], [81]. The design of intelligent content placement schemes for CCNs
is also challenging. The mechanism of automatic caching supported in CCNs [77]
inherently presents problems of caching redundancy. Moreover, due to the mesh
topology of caches in a CCN, existing caching eviction policies are not guaranteed to
achieve good performance. The design and evaluation of efficient caching algorithm
for CCNs has been addressed in [82].
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Autonomous networks of caches in a CCN
Similar to the structure of today’s Internet, a future content-centric network is likely
to be a network of autonomous operators, each of them maintaining and managing
the infrastructure within its network. Each network operator’s primary concerns
would be its profit and the QoE of its subscribers. Therefore, the routing and the
content allocation within each network would be optimized for local performance.
Each network operator would have incentives to design the routing mechanism for
its subscribers’ requests to reach primarily the content replicas cached within its
network. In addition, instead of forwarding the requests that cannot be served
locally to a transit provider, the operator would try to leverage the content cached
within its peering networks. Therefore, in a cache network of autonomous opera-
tors, each operator would likely implement cache eviction policies that attempt to
minimize its traffic costs. Each caching decision at a network operator would then
depend on the content cached at its peering networks.

An open question is whether the interaction between autonomous peering net-
works of caches in a CCN would lead to unforeseen instability and oscillation of
content allocations. In Paper C we model the interaction and the coordination
between caches managed by peering network operators. We prove that network
operators do not need to coordinate in order to reach a stable allocation of content
items to caches. Furthermore, we show that, in order to achieve fast convergence to
a stable allocation, network operators establishing peering agreements should not
simultaneously update the set of cached content items.

4.3 Interconnected Content Distribution Networks

As OTT content providers believe that the key to maintaining customer loyalty
and increasing sales is to provide better QoE, the traffic generated by digital video
content delivery is anticipated to show tremendous growth over the coming years.
To face the new challenges brought by raising demands for digital content and in
order to maintain a competitive QoE for their users, it is often more convenient for
the content providers to outsource content delivery to commercial CDNs.

Through multiple replicas and efficient routing of users to replicas [83], com-
mercial CDNs provide better performance than a system based on a single delivery
server [84], [85]. In addition, they provide dynamically scaling bandwidth to cope
with the variability of customer demands. Overall, they offer a relatively low deliv-
ery cost compared to the costs incurred by the content providers that deploy their
own infrastructure.

Outsourcing content delivery to a single CDN does not usually provide content
providers with enough footprint to serve all their customers. Therefore, users that
are not included in the CDN footprint may experience a degraded QoE. As a re-
sult, content providers stipulate agreements with multiple CDNs, in an attempt to
combine their footprints and thereby reach all of their customers with a guaranteed
QoE.
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Content Provider

SubCDN SubCDN SubCDN SubCDN

Content Provider Content Provider

Content ProviderPrimeCDN

PrimeCDN

Figure 4.1: A schematics showing an example of business agreements among content
providers, primeCDNs and subCDNs. The arrows show the direction of the money
flows.

However, in the process of choosing multiple content delivery networks, content
providers have to face the complexity of negotiating business and technical arrange-
ments with multiple parties. Once establishing the deals, content providers need to
deploy ad-hoc systems to perform analytic, reporting and control over the delivery
of content to the users in the footprints of the various CDNs.

For this reason, several content providers together with few commercial CDNs
have expressed the need of mechanisms for CDN brokerage. A CDN broker [86] or
primeCDN [4], [87] is an intermediary between the content provider and multiple
commercial CDNs. A CDN broker would be in charge of aggregating the offers
of several sub-CDNs, i.e. wholesale content delivery networks not involved in the
negotiations with the content providers. The function of the CDN broker would
be to select the sub-CDNs so as to provide cost-effective delivery and optimal
geographical coverage of the content providers’ customers. The CDN broker would
resell the offers of the sub-CDNs as a packaged service to the content providers,
thereby offering hosting and delivery services, together with analytical tools to
monitor the process of content delivery. In Figure 4.3 we provide an example of
business agreements between content providers, primeCDNs and sub-CDNs.

As today’s commercial CDNs are closed systems, with proprietary interfaces
and protocols, adapting the different interfaces to provide content delivery under
the same framework could be a daunting task for a content provider. Therefore,
outsourcing content delivery to many independently operated CDNs may be pro-
hibitive, even in presence of an aggregating service such a CDN broker.

CDN interconnection would represent a solution to the shortcomings described
above. In addition, it would bring several advantages to other players in the content
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C

B

A

Figure 4.2: An example of routing of requests in a network of operator-deployed
CDNs. The dashed lines are peering links while the continuous line shows a transit
link. In the figure, the request from one of the subscribers of operator A is served
from the CDN owned by operator C, through a peering link.

delivery market. Users would be able to access a wider range of content with CDN
level performance and CDNs would benefit from an extended footprint and improve
their resilience to flash crowd effects.

The success of CDN interconnection depends, on the one hand, on developing
appropriate interfaces and protocols, and on the other hand on investigating the
effects of such interconnection on content placement and request routing.
The problem of designing interfaces and mechanisms for CDN interconnection, such
as content meta-data exchange, logging information exchange and request routing,
have received significant attention [88]. A standard for CDN interconnection is
under development in the IETF CDNi working group [89].

Interconnected Operator-owned CDNs
Peering network operators deploying and operating their network CDNs (NCDNs)
(often referred to as Telco CDNs, or Carrier CDNs) would likely connect their
CDNs through the interfaces and protocols designed in [88], [89], in an attempt to
leverage their settlement-free agreements. Each network operator would then route
part of the content requests from its subscribers through its peering links in an
attempt to serve them through its peering CDNs. An example of routing of request
in a network of operator-deployed CDNs is shown in Figure 4.2.

As network operators would be able to access the content items allocated at the
CDNs of their peering network operators, they would optimize their content alloca-
tion depending on the content that they can access from their peers. Therefore, one
important aspect that could determine the success of autonomous interconnected
CDNs is the convergence of the system to an efficient and stable global content
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allocation of items to the various CDNs. The questions of whether such stable allo-
cation exists or whether the optimizations of every autonomous network operator
would lead the systems to such global content allocation are still open.





Chapter 5
Summary of original work

Paper A: Cache Bandwidth Allocation for P2P File Sharing Sys-
tems to Minimize Inter-ISP Traffic

Valentino Pacifici and Frank Lehrieder and György Dán
submitted to IEEE/ACM Transacions on Networking (TON), second revision.
The original version of the paper appeared in Proc. of IEEE INFOCOM, 2012.

Summary: In this paper we investigate the problem of bandwidth alloca-
tion in ISP-deployed P2P caches. We consider ISPs that actively allocate cache
bandwidth among the overlays in an attempt to maximize the inter-ISPs traffic
savings of the cache. We formulate the P2P cache bandwidth allocation problem
as a Markov decision process and we show the existence of an optimal stationary
allocation policy. We show that the complexity of finding the optimal policy is pro-
hibitive even for a moderate number of ISPs and we propose two approximations to
the optimal policy. We perform simulations and experiments and show that cache
bandwidth allocation can lead to significant savings in inter-ISP traffic. Based on
the insights obtained during the numerical evaluation of the approximate policies,
we propose a simple, priority-based, active allocation policy that performed well
both in simulations and in experiments with BitTorrent clients on Planet-lab.

Contribution: The author of this thesis developed the Planet-lab framework
to run the BitTorrent overlays, implemented a distributed on-line traffic estimator of
inter-ISP traffic and performed the experiment-based performance evaluation of the
cache bandwidth allocation policies. The second author of the paper implemented
and carried out the simulations, and analyzed the resulting data. The third author
developed the analytical model, proved the analytical results and designed the
cache bandwidth allocation policies. The article was written in collaboration with
the third author.
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Paper B: Convergence in Player-Specific Graphical Resource Al-
location Games

Valentino Pacifici and György Dán
in IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, December 2012.

Summary: Resource allocation games are a model of the problem of content
placement in a network of operator-owned content management systems. In this
paper we consider resource allocation games played over a graph: the payoff that an
allocated resource yields to a player is amortized if any of its neighbors allocates the
same resource. We address the question whether in resource allocation games there
exist equilibrium allocations of resources, from which no player has incentive to
deviate unilaterally. We prove that Nash equilibria always exist for arbitrary graph
topologies, and we compute a bound on the complexity of computing an equilib-
rium. We then consider the problem of reaching an equilibrium when the players
update their allocation to maximize their payoffs, one at a time. We show that,
for complete graph topologies, the players reach an equilibrium in a finite number
of asynchronous myopic updates. For non-complete graph topologies however, the
asynchronous myopic updates of the players might lead to cycles. Nevertheless, we
show that if the updates are performed in random order the players would reach a
Nash equilibrium. We then consider the case when the players have receive no pay-
off from allocating resources allocated by their neighbors and we show that there
are no cycles. Finally, we relax the requirements of asynchronous updates and we
propose an efficient algorithm to reach an equilibrium over arbitrary graph topol-
ogy and we illustrate its performance through simulations.

Contribution: The author of this thesis developed the analytical model in
collaboration with the second author of the paper, proved the analytical results con-
cerning the most general payoff function, carried out the simulations and analyzed
the resulting data. The article was written in collaboration with the second author.

Paper C: Content-peering Dynamics of Autonomous Caches in a
Content-centric Network

Valentino Pacifici and György Dán
in Proc. of IEEE International Conference on Computer Communications (INFO-
COM), 2013.

Summary: In this paper we consider multiple autonomous systems (ASes)
in a content-centric network that maintain peering agreements with each other. In
order to leverage each other’s cache contents to decrease their transit traffic costs,
the ASes engage in content-level peering. We develop a model of the interaction
and the coordination between the caches managed by peering ASes. We use the
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model to investigate whether ASes need to coordinate in order to achieve stable and
efficient cache allocations. We show that coordination is not necessary in order to
reach stable cache allocations. Nevertheless, avoiding simultaneous cache evictions
by peering ASes leads to fast and more efficient convergence to a stable allocation.
Furthermore, we show that even if the estimates of the content popularities avail-
able to the ASes are inaccurate, content peering is likely to lead to cost efficient
cache allocations. Finally we show that it is possible to obtain insight into the
structure of the most likely cache allocations.

Contribution: The author of this thesis developed the model in collaboration
with the second author of the paper, proved the analytical results for the case of
perfect information, implemented and carried out the simulations and analyzed the
resulting data. The proofs for the case of imperfect information were carried out
in collaboration with the second author of the paper. The article was written in
collaboration with the second author.

Publications not included in the thesis

1. V. Pacifici and G. Dan, “Stable Content-peering of Autonomous Systems in a
Content-centric Network”, in Proc. of Swedish National Computer Network-
ing Workshop (SNCNW), 2013, pp. 1–4

2. V. Pacifici, F. Lehrieder, and G. Dán, “Cache Capacity Allocation for BitTorrent-
Like Systems to Minimize Inter-ISP Traffic”, in Proc. of IEEE INFOCOM,
2012, pp. 1512–1520

3. V. Pacifici and G. Dan, “A Game Theoretic Analysis of Selfish Content Repli-
cation on Graphs”, Poster presented at IEEE INFOCOM, 2012

4. V. Pacifici and G. Dán, “Selfish Content Replication on Graphs”, in Proc. of
the 23rd International Teletraffic Congress, 2011, pp. 119–126

5. V. Pacifici, F. Lehrieder, and G. Dan, “On the Benefits of P2P Cache Capacity
Allocation”, Poster presented at the International Teletraffic Congress (ITC),
pp. 312–313, 2011

6. V. Pacifici and G. Dan, “A Game Theoretic Analysis of Selfish Content Repli-
cation on Graphs”, in Proc. of Swedish National Computer Networking Work-
shop (SNCNW), 2011, pp. 1–4





Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we considered network operators that deploy and operate content
management systems in order to improve the efficiency of content delivery within
their networks. We evaluated the performance of content delivery in terms of cost
for traffic and QoE of operators’ subscribers. In the following, we summarize the
main contributions of this thesis and we outline some possible directions for future
work.

First, we addressed the problem of bandwidth allocation in a stand alone content
management system. We considered a network operator that deploys a P2P cache
in an attempt of reducing the inter-operator traffic and we investigated the impact
of active cache bandwidth allocation on the inter-operator traffic savings of the
cache. We demonstrated the importance of capturing the cache bandwidth impact
on the characteristics of the P2P overlays and we showed that the savings yielded
by cache bandwidth allocation can be significant.

Second, we considered a network of operator-owned content management sys-
tems, and analyzed the effect of the interaction of the content placement decisions at
different operators. We considered a model of the problem of cooperative caching
between autonomous network operators that establish peering agreements with
each other. We investigated the existence of stable allocations of content items
from which no operator has incentive to deviate unilaterally. Furthermore, we ad-
dressed the question of whether network operators would reach a stable allocation
if they selfishly and myopically update their content allocation.

Finally, we considered network operators that manage their network of caches in
a CCN. We addressed the question of whether the interaction between autonomous
peering cache networks would lead to unforeseen instability of content allocation.
We proposed a model of the interaction and the coordination between autonomous
peering caches and we investigated whether peering network operators need to co-
ordinate in order to reach a stable global allocation of items to caches.
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There are still challenges to be addressed in the area of content allocation in net-
works of operator-owned content management systems. For instance, in the context
of interconnected network CDNs, the effects of the interaction among peering net-
work operators need to be investigated. The cost model assumed in such scenario
would differ from any cost model considered in this thesis. When interconnecting
network CDNs, it would be reasonable to assume that a network operator incurs
different traffic costs from retrieving content from different peering CDNs. Simi-
larly, the average latency at which content is served may differ depending on which
CDN the content is retrieved from. The effect of such more general cost model on
the existence of stable content allocations is unknown. In the case stable allocation
from which no operator has incentive to deviate unilaterally do not exist, it might
be necessary to design compensation mechanism that lead the system to a stable
state.
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